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program thereof

(57) According to one embodiment, an information
processor (100) divides input image data for a plurality
of information processors (201, 202, 203) so as to per-
form a super resolution process as a distributed process-
ing. The super resolution process generates a high res-
olution image based on a plurality of low resolution input
images. The information processor includes a division
point determining unit (103), a division processor (101),
and a combination processor (104). The division point

determining unit determines a division point for an input
image of a sequence of image frames. The division proc-
essor divides, for each of the information processors, the
input image at the division point, and allocates each di-
vided input image to each corresponding one of the in-
formation processors. The combination processor com-
bines results of the super resolution process performed
by the each of the information processors, and outputs
a result of the combination.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments described herein relate generally
to an information processor, a cloud platform, an infor-
mation processing method, and a computer program
product thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In recent years, a television or a display to which
a super resolution technology is applied is available in
the market. The super resolution technology is a tech-
nology for reproducing a detailed portion (a component
of the Nyquist frequency or higher) that disappears at the
time of sampling pixels of an image (at the time of pho-
toelectric conversion or a reduction process by an imag-
ing element), through image processing. For example,
when a video of a video camera of the NTSC system or
a DVD that has low resolution is displayed on a large-
screen liquid crystal TV while using the super resolution
technology, a detailed portion is reproduced and a clear
image having high resolution can be acquired.
[0003] While there have been proposed various sys-
tems implementing the super resolution technology,
there exists an image processing technology referred to
as a multiple frame super resolution that generates a
high-resolution output image by matching positions of a
plurality of frames of low-resolution input images. In the
multiple frame super resolution, while a processing result
of high image quality having high resolution can be ac-
quired, there is a high processing load.
[0004] Meanwhile, a platform (cloud platform) of cloud
computing capable of handling a large scale data by con-
necting a plurality of servers through a network and dis-
tributing the process has been prepared, and the super
resolution process can be performed in a distributed
manner on the platform. Conventionally, the super res-
olution process is performed at one node (information
processor). However, in such a case, the processing time
is too long and thereby, there has been proposed a tech-
nology for performing a distributed process at a plurality
of nodes using a cloud platform.
[0005] However, conventionally, when the multiple
frame super resolution process is performed as the dis-
tributed process at a plurality of nodes, compatibility with
the cloud platform is not so good as well as compressed
and encoded image could not efficiently handled.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of a general cloud platform according to
an embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example of

a cloud platform in embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a distributed process
at each node in the embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an overview of the
operation of a master node 100 in the embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
a configuration of a worker node of when an encoded
image, which is encoded using MPEG2 or the like,
is input, in the embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration acquired by adding an encoder to the con-
figuration illustrated in FIG. 5, in the embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of a POCS processor in the embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a first conventional
configuration example of when a super resolution
process is performed as the distributed process; and
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a second conventional
configuration example of when a super resolution
process is performed as the distributed process.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] In general, according to one embodiment, an
information processor divides input image data for a plu-
rality of information processors so as to perform a super
resolution process as a distributed processing. The super
resolution process generates a high resolution image
based on a plurality of low resolution input images. The
information processor includes a division point determin-
ing unit, a division processor, and a combination proces-
sor. The division point determining unit determines a di-
vision point for an input image at a sequence of image
frames. The division processor divides, for each of the
information processors, the input image at the division
point, and allocates each divided input image to each
corresponding one of the information processors. The
combination processor combines results of the super res-
olution process performed by the each of the information
processors, and outputs a result of the combination.

FIRST EMBODIMENT

[0008] FIG. 1 is a diagram that illustrates an example
of a configuration of a general cloud platform. The cloud
platform is a platform in which a plurality of nodes is clus-
tered in a local network, and the local networks are com-
bined in a global network. A process is dynamically allo-
cated to each node on the cloud platform as is necessary,
which is different from a conventional system in which a
process is fixedly allocated to each node.
[0009] The cloud platform according to the embodi-
ment is assumed to perform a multi-frame super resolu-
tion process (hereinafter, referred to as a super resolution
process) on such a cloud platform. Basic techniques de-
scribed in this embodiment are not limited to this cloud
platform but can be applied to a platform in which a proc-
ess is fixedly allocated to each node, an embedded sys-
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tem, or a system LSI, and the platform and the like can
be similarly operated.
[0010] FIG. 2 is a block diagram that illustrates an ex-
ample of the cloud platform according to this embodi-
ment.
The cloud platform illustrated in FIG. 2 is configured by
one master node 100, three worker nodes 201 to 203, a
node managing unit 400, and a node pool 500 in this
example. Each constituent element is included in the
cloud platform. In addition, as is necessary, one or more
child worker nodes 201’ (described later) are included as
constituent elements. The node pool 500 is a supply
source of the worker nodes 201 to 203 and the child work-
er node 201’. Nodes that are worker nodes but are not
necessary are returned to the node pool as empty nodes
501 to 503.
[0011] Input image data 10 is input to the master node
100. An image analyzer 102 of this master node 100 de-
termines characteristics (the image complexity (whether
the image corresponds to a flat portion, a portion includ-
ing many edges and textures, or the like), a GOP bound-
ary, or the like of an image) of an image of the input image
data 10.
[0012] A division point determining unit 103 performs
a division point determination for the input image data 10
at a boundary between frames or at a boundary within
the image (for example, a boundary between blocks that
are units for the process performed at the time of coding
the image or the like) that are appropriate to the super
resolution processes performed by each of the worker
nodes 201 to 203. Hereinafter, it is assumed that divisions
are made in units of frames, and thus, the division point
determination will be described to be performed on the
boundary between frames.
[0013] A division processor 101 divides a frame (a plu-
rality of frames) based on the determination made by the
division point determining unit 103, allocates each of di-
vided frames to each respective one of the worker nodes
201 to 203, and requests the worker nodes to perform
the process. Each of the worker nodes 201 to 203 per-
forms a process on a group of images divided in units of
frames. The processing results of the worker nodes 201
to 203 are combined in the order of the input image data
10 input to the master node 100 by a combination proc-
essor 104 and are output (see FIG. 3). Here, the number
of worker nodes may be two or more and may be deter-
mined in consideration of a required processing time,
node usage fees, and the like.
[0014] Here, criteria for determining a length of divided
sequence of frames of an input image will be described.
[0015] The division length (the number of frames) is
determined based on the usable number of worker
nodes, the processing capability thereof, and the com-
munication capability. The usable number of worker
nodes is determined based on the number of all the nodes
that configure the cloud, the number of nodes under con-
tract in case the nodes are rented, and the number of
nodes used by processes other than the super resolution

process. The processing capability of the worker nodes
are not uniform and change in accordance with the hard-
ware configuration of a server that is used as the worker
node. For example, there are differences in the clock
frequency of the CPU, a memory capacity, and a storage
capacity between servers. In consideration of such con-
ditions, the processing capacities are determined such
that the outputs of the plurality of worker nodes are ready
in time for the timing at which the combination processor
104 generates output image data 20 (the output image
data is output within a set time with respect to the timing)
and idle time does not occur in each node relating to the
super resolution process as possible as can.
[0016] The processing time of the super resolution
process changes in accordance with the degree of com-
plexity of an input image. That is to say, the processing
time for an input image including many edges or textures
is longer than the processing time for an input image
including many flat portions. Thus, if the division length
of the frames is determined based on the processing ca-
pabilities of the worker nodes 201 to 203, the actual
processing time becomes different from the processing
time assumed based on the capabilities (the processing
capabilities and/or the communication capabilities) of
each of the worker nodes 201 to 203. However, such
difference is not preferable. Thus, in this embodiment,
the image analyzer 102 analyzes the characteristics of
the image, in advance. Consequently, the accuracy of
the prediction of the processing times of the worker nodes
201 to 203, which are assumed when the division process
is performed by the division processor 101, is improved.
As for the above-described degree of complexity, for ex-
ample, contour (edge) extraction is performed using a
well-known Sobel operator or Prewitt operator for the in-
put image, and the ratio of contours to the whole pixel is
set as the degree of complexity of the input image. Here,
upon acquiring of the degree of complexity, because the
vertical or horizontal direction of the contour is not in-
volved, the degree of complexity is calculated for all the
contours. Further, the accuracy of the prediction of the
processing time is improved as follows. That is, the de-
gree of influence by the degree of complexity on the ac-
tual processing time is measured in advance. Then, the
degree of the influence, for example, is represented by
a coefficient, and stored (for example, for a curtain degree
of complexity, when the actual processing time is 1.2
times the assumed processing time, the coefficient is set
to 1.2). Then, the processing time assumed based on
the capability of each one of the worker nodes 201 to 203
is multiplied by the coefficient.
[0017] In addition, according to this embodiment, if a
process at a specific worker node (any one of the worker
nodes 201 to 203) has been delayed during the process,
the following is performed. That is, a state managing unit
105 checks the status, the division processor 101 re-
divides a portion of the input image data 10 that has not
been processed using the above-described technique,
the state managing unit 105 sends a request to acquire
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a new worker node to the node managing unit 400, and
the new worker node is caused to start its process. On
the other hand, when there is a spare time in the process-
ing time, the following is performed. That is, the state
managing unit 105 checks the status, the division proc-
essor 101 re-divides a portion of the input image data 10
that has not been processed using the above-described
technique for worker nodes (for example, reference nu-
merals 201 and 202 represented in FIG. 2) that have not
been returned to the node pool 500, and the state man-
aging unit 105 requests the node managing unit 400 to
return an unused worker node (for example, reference
numeral 203 represented in FIG. 2) to the node pool 500.
Here, the worker nodes 201 to 203 are configured to pro-
vide information of the process status of the apparatus
for the state managing unit 105.
[0018] Here, the operation of the master node 100 will
be described with reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is a flowchart
that illustrates an overview of the operation of the master
node 100.
[0019] In the master node 100, first, the image analyzer
102, as described above, analyzes the characteristics of
an input image in S101.
[0020] Subsequently, in S102, the division point deter-
mining unit 103 determines division points based on the
analysis result acquired by the image analyzer 102 and
information (the process status of each worker node)
supplied from the state managing unit 105.
[0021] Subsequently, in S103, the division processor
101 secures necessary worker nodes (for example, ref-
erence numerals 201 to 203 represented in FIG. 2)
through the node managing unit 400 based on the deter-
mination result acquired by the division point determining
unit 103, divides the input image data 10 (rows of the
frame), and allocates the divided frames to each worker
node.
[0022] In addition, the state managing unit 105 deter-
mines whether re-division is necessary based on the su-
per resolution process state (process status) of each
worker node. If re-division is necessary (Yes at S104),
the process is returned to S103, and the above-described
re-division is performed.
[0023] If re-division is not necessary at this time point
(No at S104), the state managing unit 105 determines
whether a combination process performed by the com-
bination processor 104 has ended. If the combination
process has not ended (No at S105), the process is re-
turned to S104. On the other hand, if the combination
process has ended (Yes at S105), the process ends.
[0024] Next, the determination criteria of division
points will be described.

Division based on Scene Change Point

[0025] If an input image is an edited content, there ex-
ists a change point of a scene (scene change point). As
for the characteristics of the multiple frame super reso-
lution, it is required to detect a corresponding point be-

tween two frames. However, a corresponding point can-
not be detected between the frames before and after the
scene change. Accordingly, this scene change point is
set as a division point. The detection of a scene change
can be performed using a known technique disclosed in
Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No.
2006-121274 or Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
No. 2006-270301.
[0026] Here, if an image is divided into a cut (a group
of frames) in accordance with the scene change, there
exists no previous position matching frame in the first
frame of the cut and there exists no next position match-
ing frame in the final frame of the cut. Thus, in order to
prevent decrease in a number of corresponding points,
a next position matching frame is added to the first frame
of the cut. Similarly, a previous position matching frame
is added to the final frame of the cut. More specifically,
for example, if a setting in which previous two frames and
next two frames are used, next four frames are used in
the first frame of a cut and a previous one frame and next
three frames are used in the second frame of the cut.
Consequently, the number of corresponding points is
prevented from being decreased.

Division based on Group of Pictures (GOP)

[0027] There are many cases in which the input image
data 10 is encoded so as to reduce the amount of trans-
mission via a network or to reduce the amount of storage.
If the encoding algorithm is based on a difference be-
tween frames, the division cannot be made on an arbi-
trary frame boundary. For example, according to Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 2 or the like, I frame, P
frame, and B frame are provided. The I frame does not
use a difference between frames, and is inserted into a
sequence of frames at a constant interval. The P frame
is acquired by encoding a difference between the frame
itself and a prior screen (frame) or a subsequent screen
(frame). The B frame is acquired by encoding a difference
between a prior screen and a subsequent screen. Thus,
while the I frame can be decoded independently, the P
frame and the B frame cannot be decoded without at
least one of the prior image and the subsequent image
from which the difference is acquired. Accordingly, if such
encoded image is divided, it is necessary to make division
in units of GOP that is a group of frames formed to have
the I frame at the beginning of the GOP. Accordingly, the
image analyzer 102 determines a GOP boundary based
on a sequence header (a starting point of the GOP) of
the input image data 10, and the division processor 101
makes division on the GOP boundary.

Division based on Corresponding Points

[0028] The length of the frames divided based on the
determination criteria of the above-mentioned division
point might not be optimal. Thus, a distributed process
is performed by determining, during the position match-
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ing of a worker node 20x (any one of the worker nodes
201 to 203), a boundary at which the number of corre-
sponding points is less than a set value, and by perform-
ing the re-division at the determined boundary. Accord-
ingly, in this example, the worker node 20x (201 to 203)
is configured to have the same function (constituent el-
ements) as that of the master node 100. A division point
determining unit of the worker node 20x makes the
above-described determination, and a state managing
unit of the worker node 20x sends a request to a node
managing unit 400 to newly generate a child worker node
201’, and the node managing unit 400 starts at least one
unused empty nodes from the node pool 500 as the child
worker node 201’. The worker node 20x stops a subse-
quent position matching process and proceeds to a
reconfiguration process. The child worker node 201’
starts a subsequent process after the position matching
process for the stopped frame and subsequent frames
and delivers the processing result to a parent worker
node 20x.

Division based on Global Motion Vector

[0029] A global motion vector is a vector that repre-
sents the motion of the whole screen. The global motion
vector is mainly generated in accordance with a motion
of a camera such as pan or tilt. In the middle of position
matching, when the motion of the whole screen is abrupt,
the position matching process in the super resolution
process cannot be followed, and corresponding points
cannot be acquired. Accordingly, the worker node 20x
(201 to 203) is configured to have the same function (con-
stituent element) as that of the master node 100, the di-
vision point determining unit of the worker node 20x de-
tects a change point (a frame boundary on which the
magnitude of the global motion vector is larger than a set
value) between such frames, and the position is set as
the division point. Then, the division processor of the
worker node 20x makes re-division, and, similar to the
example of the division based on the corresponding
points, the state managing unit of the worker node 20x
sends a request to the node managing unit 400 to newly
generate a child worker node 201’, and the node man-
aging unit 400 starts at least one unused empty nodes
from the node pool 500 as a child worker node 201’,
whereby the distributed process is performed. On the
other hand, if there is no motion at all in the image, even
when corresponding points are requested, there is no
effect on the implementation of high resolution. Such a
non-change point is detected and is set as a division
point. In addition, the global motion vector can be ac-
quired by using a known technique, for example, dis-
closed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No.
2008-502196 or the like in a motion vector calculating
unit 23.
[0030] If the length after the division is still long even
when (a plurality of) frames are divided as described
above, the child worker node further makes division of

(a plurality of) the frames and sends a request to the node
managing unit 400 to start the operation of an additional
child worker node from the worker node. The additional
child worker node (son) for the child worker node (parent)
serves the same as the above-described child worker
node (parent).
[0031] FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates an ex-
ample of the configuration of the worker node in a case
where an encoded image that is encoded using MPEG2
or the like is input. After an encoded image of input 1 is
converted into non-compressed image data 2 by a de-
coder 210, a super resolution process is performed for
the converted image data. In the input encoded image,
frames are rearranged, and accordingly, it is necessary
to return the frames in a correct frame sequence. Thus,
after the frames are rearranged by a sorting unit 240,
image data after the rearrangement is output as an output
7. This configuration of the worker node is different from
that of the worker node not handling an encoded image
is the addition of the decoder 210 and the sorting unit 240.
[0032] Here, parts (parts except for the decoder 210
and the sorting unit 240) that are common to an ordinary
worker node performing the super resolution process will
be described with reference to FIG. 5. The following ex-
ample of the configuration is the same as the functional
configuration of an image processor that performs a mul-
tiple frame super resolution process using a known pro-
jection onto convex sets (POCS) method, and, hereinaf-
ter, an overview thereof will be described. As illustrated
in FIG. 5, a position matching processor 220 includes a
pixel selector 21, a block matching unit 22, and the motion
vector calculating unit 23. Further, a reconfiguration proc-
essor includes a motion vector converter 31, a point
spread function (PSF) calculating unit 32, an initial image
generator 33, and a POCS processor 34.
[0033] The pixel selector 21 selects candidates for cor-
responding points (points representing the same position
in different frames) from the input image data 2. The block
matching unit 22 acquires a corresponding point to be
used from among the candidates for the corresponding
points acquired by the pixel selector 21 by using a so-
called block matching technique. The motion vector cal-
culating unit 23 acquires displacements of the corre-
sponding points, which have been acquired by the block
matching unit 22, between frames, and the motion vector
converter 31 acquires the positions of the corresponding
points in a coordinate system after enlargement. The
PSF calculating unit 32 acquires known simultaneous
equations (PSF) used for the correction for the imple-
mentation of high resolution. The initial image generator
33 generates a provisional high resolution image 5 (here,
an enlarged image that is enlarged through linear inter-
polation). The POCS processor 34, as is well known,
corrects the provisional high resolution image 5 gener-
ated by the initial image generator 33 by using the PSF
acquired by the PSF calculating unit 32. Therefore, a high
resolution image 6 is generated.
[0034] Here, an example of the configuration of the
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POCS processor 34 will be described with reference to
FIG. 7.
[0035] An initial image that is interpolated and enlarged
by the initial image generator 33 is input to an image
buffer 300. A predicted image generator 301 generates
a predicted image 302 based on a motion vector 4. The
generated predicted image 302 is compared by an error
calculating unit 303 with a source video having first res-
olution as image data 2 (in a case where image data of
the input 1 is not coded, the image data) after decoding
performed by the decoder 210, and an error image 304
is generated. An error correcting unit 305 generates an
output image acquired by correcting the initial image by
using the error image 304 and the PSF acquired by the
PSF calculating unit 32 and stores the output image in
the image buffer 300. The above-described process per-
formed by the predicted image generator 301 to the error
correcting unit 305 is performed several times until the
error becomes a predetermined amount, and a final out-
put image 6 is output. The decoder 210 illustrated in FIG.
5 is a processor that performs decoding corresponding
to the coding system of the input coded data (input 1),
and the sorting unit 240 is a processor that performs sort-
ing corresponding to the coding system. The configura-
tion illustrated in FIG. 6 is acquired by adding an encoder
260 to the configuration illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0036] However, there are cases where the number of
frames configuring the GOP does not correspond to an
expected division length. Thus, in a worker node having
the same function as that of the master node 100, a di-
vision point determining unit 250 (FIGS. 5 and 6) monitors
the number of outputs (corresponding to the number of
corresponding points) of the motion vectors 4 according
to the motion vector calculating unit 23 and detects a new
division point at which the number of outputs is equal to
or less than a set value. Then, as described above, the
distribution process is performed by starting the opera-
tion of the child worker node.
[0037] In addition, when the image is encoded, al-
though the quality of the image formed by the I frame,
the P frame, and the B frame is controlled so as not to
have a difference thereof, the image quality is not com-
pletely uniform. Generally, since the I frame serves as
the reference for the other P and B frames, the I frame
has high image quality. By using encoding frame type
information 3 that represents the frame type illustrated
in FIG. 5, the priority levels between frames in the pixel
selector 21 at the time of narrowing down the candidates
for the corresponding points are controlled. Here, a con-
trol process is performed in which the frames are used
with a high priority level as corresponding points in the
order of the I frame as a main frame disposed at the lead
of the GOP, the P frame, and the B frame (the B frame
is used when the number of corresponding points is
small) in the super resolution process. In this example,
by using the pixel of the I frame as the corresponding
point with a high priority level, high resolution is imple-
mented.

[0038] In addition, in an encoded image that is encoded
using the MPEG2 or the like, frames are rearranged like
10-P3-B1-B2-P6-B4-B5. Here, each alphabet denotes a
frame type, and each number represents a frame
number. The original frame sequence before the rear-
rangement is I0-B1-B2-P3-B4-B5-P6. The reason for
performing such rearrangement is that, for example,
frames B1 and B2 cannot be decoded unless frames I0
and P3 have not been decoded, and accordingly, it is
necessary to arrange the frame P3 first. In this embodi-
ment, the rearrangement of the frames is not performed
immediately after the decoding process, and the se-
quence is directly used in the super resolution process.
Accordingly, the super resolution process can be per-
formed in a speedy manner.

FIRST MODIFICATION

[0039] If the output image after the super resolution
process is not compressed and encoded, the data size
of the output image is several tens to several hundreds
of times of the data size of the input image. Accordingly,
in the first modification, the process result is compressed
and encoded before the combination of data. In addition,
if a motion vector is used at the time of performing the
compression and the encoding, a motion vector acquired
as a result of the position matching of the super resolution
process is employed. The technique to apply a sequence
(GOP configuration) of the frame type or an encoding
motion vector (not a motion vector of the position match-
ing of super resolution) acquired at the time of performing
decoding to encoding is well known, and, if there is no
change in the image size, while the motion vector can be
applied, the image size for the super resolution process
increases. Thus, for example, when the size becomes
twice in the vertical and horizontal directions, a motion
vector acquired in units of blocks of 8 x 8 pixels of an
input image becomes a motion vector having a low spatial
density in units of 16 x 16 pixel blocks in an output image.
On the other hand, a motion vector acquired as a result
of the position matching in the super resolution process
is acquired for each pixel of the input image, even in the
size of an output image after the super resolution proc-
ess, the motion vector has a sufficient spatial density in
units of 2 x 2 pixel blocks. Thus, when encoding is per-
formed, for example, using H.264/AVC, if a motion vector
is to be acquired in units of 8 x 8 pixel blocks, 16 motion
vectors in units of 16 2 x 2 pixel blocks are averaged to
be used in the super resolution process.
[0040] In addition, there are cases in which a motion
vector having higher accuracy is necessary when encod-
ing system conversion is performed. For example, there
is a case in which input image data (coding data) is in
compliance with the MPEG2 and the output is in the for-
mat of the H.264/AVC. In such a case, while a motion
vector of the MPEG2 has the integer pixel accuracy, a
motion vector of the H.264/AVC can be used up to 1/4
pixel accuracy, and accordingly, the motion vector of the
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encoding system before conversion cannot be applied
to the motion vector of the encoding system after con-
version. The motion vector acquired as a result of the
position matching process in the super resolution proc-
ess has fractional accuracy, and accordingly, all the en-
coding systems that are commonly considered can be
responded. Therefore, if encoding is performed after the
super resolution process, by using the motion vector ac-
quired as a result of the position matching process in the
super resolution process, encoding can be performed in
an arbitrary encoding system using the motion vector.
[0041] As described above, according to the first em-
bodiment and the first modification described above,
compared to a distributed process according to a con-
ventional configuration example in which the position
matching process illustrated in FIG. 8 is performed on
the server side, and the reconfiguration process is per-
formed on the client side, a conventional configuration
example in which the super resolution process illustrated
in FIG. 9 is performed at worker nodes, and the results
thereof are combined on the client side, or the like, by
dividing an input image on the above-described various
frame boundaries not degrading the image quality of the
result of the super resolution process and performing su-
per resolution processes in a plurality of nodes in a par-
allel manner, the super resolution process capable of ac-
quiring a high-quality and high-resolution image can be
performed at a high speed. In addition, a system having
excellent compatibility with the cloud platform and high
efficiency can be realized.
[0042] In addition, the information processor configur-
ing the cloud platform according to this embodiment is
equipped at least with a control device such as a CPU,
a storage device such as a read only memory (ROM) or
a RAM, a secondary storage device such as an HDD or
a CD drive device, and an external storage device and
has a hardware configuration using a general computer.
Various set values and the like are stored in the storage
device or the secondary storage device. In addition, the
information processor, as is necessary, is equipped also
with a displaying device such as a display device and an
input device such as a keyboard or a mouse.
[0043] Furthermore, a control or image processing pro-
gram that is executed by the information processor con-
figuring the cloud platform according to this embodiment
is provided as a computer program product with being
recorded in a computer-readable recording medium such
as a CD-ROM, a flexible disk (FD), a CD-R, or a digital
versatile disk (DVD) as a file in an installable form or an
executable form. Alternatively, the program may be con-
figured to be stored on a computer connected to a net-
work such as the Internet and to be provided or delivered
by being downloaded through the network as a computer
program product. Alternatively, the program may be con-
figured to be provided with being built in the ROM or the
like in advance as a computer program product.
[0044] In addition, as the program executed by the in-
formation processor is read out and loaded on a main

storage device from the storage device or the secondary
storage device by the CPU (processor) equipped in the
information processor, the division processor 101, the
image analyzer 102, the division point determining unit
103, the combination processor 104, the state managing
unit 105, and the like are generated on the main storage
device.
[0045] While certain embodiments have been de-
scribed, these embodiments have been presented by
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the
scope of the inventions. Indeed, the novel methods and
systems described herein may be embodied in a variety
of other forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitu-
tions and changes in the form of the methods and sys-
tems described herein may be made without departing
from the spirit of the inventions. The accompanying
claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such
forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and
spirit of the inventions.

Claims

1. An information processor (100) that divides input im-
age data for a plurality of information processors
(201, 202, 203) so as to perform a super resolution
process as a distributed processing, the super res-
olution process generating a high resolution image
based on a plurality of low resolution input images,
the information processor comprising:

a division point determining unit (103) that de-
termines a division point for an input image of a
sequence of image frames;
a division processor (101) that divides, for each
of the information processors (201, 202, 203),
the input image at the division point, and allo-
cates each divided input image to each corre-
sponding one of the information processors
(201, 202, 203); and
a combination processor (104) that combines
results of the super resolution process per-
formed by the each of the information proces-
sors (201, 202, 203), and outputs a result of the
combination.

2. The information processor according to claim 1,
wherein the division processor (101) determines a
number of frames of each of divided sequences of
image frames of the input image in accordance with
a number and a capability of information processors
(201, 202, 203) that can be used.

3. The information processor according to claim 2,
wherein the capability is at least one of processing
capability and communication capability.

4. The information processor according to claim 2 or 3,
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further comprising an image analyzer (102) that an-
alyzes a characteristic of the input image, wherein
the division processor (101) determines the number
of frames of the each of divided sequences of image
frames based on the characteristic of the input image
analyzed by the image analyzer (102).

5. The information processor according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein the division is performed so
as to output the results of the super resolution proc-
ess performed by the each of the information proc-
essors (201, 202, 203) within a predetermined time
with respect to timing of the combining performed by
the combination processor (104).

6. The information processor according to claim 4,
wherein
the image analyzer (102) detects a frame boundary
that is a scene change in the input image, and
the division point determining unit (103) sets the
frame boundary as the division point.

7. The information processor according to any one of
claims 1 to 6, wherein, when the input image data is
configured by a sequence of Group Of Pictures
(GOP), the division point determining unit (103) sets
a boundary of the GOP as the division point.

8. A cloud platform comprising the information proces-
sors and the information processor (100) according
to any one of claims 1 to 7 as a first information proc-
essors and second information processor, respec-
tively.

9. The cloud platform according to claim 8, wherein
the second information processor (100) further in-
cludes a state managing unit (105) that manages
each status of the super resolution process per-
formed by each of the first information processors
(201, 202, 203),
the cloud platform includes an apparatus managing
unit (400) that adds an empty apparatus (501, 502,
503) that is a new first information processor to the
first information processors (201, 202, 203) or that
returns one of the existing first information proces-
sors (201, 202, 203),
when the super resolution process by one of the first
information processors (201, 202, 203) has been de-
layed, the state managing unit (105) requests the
apparatus managing unit (400) to add an empty ap-
paratus (501) to the first information processors, and
the division processor (101) re-divides a sequence
of unprocessed image frames for the first information
processors including the added empty apparatus
(501) and allocates each of re-divided sequences of
image frames to each corresponding one of the first
information processors including the empty appara-
tus,

when there is a spare time in performing the super
resolution process by each of the first information
processors (201, 202, 203), the division processor
(101) re-divides a sequence of unprocessed image
frames for the first information processors from
which one of the first information processors that is
to be returned is excluded and allocates each of re-
divided sequences of image frames to each corre-
sponding one of the first information processors from
which the one of the first information processors that
is to be returned is excluded, and the state managing
unit (105) requests to the apparatus managing unit
(400) to set the one of the first information processors
that is to be returned as the empty apparatus (503).

10. The cloud platform according to claim 9, wherein,
when the input image data is encoded data that com-
plies with a moving picture experts group (MPEG)
standard, the first information processors (201, 202,
203) preferentially use corresponding points for a
position matching process in an order of (1) an I
frame that is placed at the beginning of a GOP, (2)
a P frame, and (3) a B frame.

11. The cloud platform according to claim 10, wherein
the first information processors (201, 202, 203) per-
form the position matching process while maintain-
ing an order of the I frame, the P frame, and the B
frame in the encoded data.

12. The cloud platform according to any one of claims 9
to 11, wherein
each of the first information processors (201, 202,
203) includes the division point determining unit
(103), the division processor (101), and the combi-
nation processor (104) of the second information
processor, wherein,
when the super resolution process of one of the first
information processors has been delayed, a state
managing unit (105) of the one of the first information
processors sends a request for acquiring at least one
empty apparatus (501, 502, 503) which cooperates
with the one of the first information processors to the
apparatus managing unit (400), the division proces-
sor (101) of the one of the first information processors
re-divides image data on which a position matching
process has not been performed for the at least one
empty apparatus and allocates the re-divided image
data on which the position matching process has not
been performed, and the one of the first information
processors performs a reconfiguration process on
the image data for which the position matching proc-
ess has been completed.

13. The cloud platform according to claim 12, wherein
the division point determining unit (103) of each of
the first information processors (201, 202, 203) sets,
as the division point, a frame boundary correspond-
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ing to a global motion vector with a magnitude larger
than a set value, the global motion vector being ac-
quired during the position matching process in the
super resolution process.

14. The cloud platform according to claim 12 or 13,
wherein the division point determining unit (103) of
each of the first information processors (201, 202,
203) sets, as the division point, a frame boundary
corresponding to a number of corresponding points
or an output number of motion vectors less than a
set value, the number of corresponding points and
the output number of motion vectors being acquired
during the position matching process in the super
resolution process.

15. The cloud platform according to any one of claims 9
to 14, wherein
each of the first information processors (201, 202,
203) includes an encoder (260) that performs pre-
determined encoding on the image data on which
the super resolution process has been performed,
and
the encoder (260) uses a motion vector acquired dur-
ing the super resolution process as a motion vector
of the encoding performed by the encoder (260).

16. An information processing method performed by an
information processor (100) that divides input image
data for a plurality of information processors (201,
202, 203) so as to perform a super resolution process
as a distributed processing, the super resolution
process generating a high resolution image based
on a plurality of low resolution input images, the in-
formation processing method comprising:

determining, by a division point determining unit
(103), a division point for an input image of a
sequence of image frames;
dividing, by a division processor and for each of
the information processors (201, 202, 203), the
input image at the division point, and allocating
each divided input image to each corresponding
one of the information processors (201, 202,
203); and
combining, by a combination processor (104),
results of the super resolution process per-
formed by the each of the information proces-
sors (201, 202, 203), and outputting a result of
the combination.

17. A computer program used in an information proces-
sor that divides input image data for a plurality of
information processors (201, 202, 203) so as to per-
form a super resolution process as a distributed
processing, the super resolution process generating
a high resolution image based on a plurality of low
resolution input images, wherein the computer pro-

gram causes the information processor to function
as:

a division point determining unit (103) that de-
termines a division point for an input image of a
sequence of image frames;
a division processor (101) that divides, for each
of the information processors (201, 202, 203),
the input image at the division point, and allo-
cates each divided input image to each corre-
sponding one of the information processors
(201, 202, 203); and
a combination processor (104) that combines
results of the super resolution process per-
formed by the each of the information proces-
sors (201, 202, 203), and outputs a result of the
combination.
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